K-12 CAM 2021 VIDEO: Week 1 – Show your devices and accounts some love
(Transcript)

Cheerful whistling, music playing throughout the video, with guitar, drums, and a harmonica.

The K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 2021 Logo is on a blank white screen, centered. The logo is in blue and white, with four coloured handprints and a blue lock image.

The words “K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 2021” appear in grey with each of the 4 coloured handprints in the 4 corners of the screen. There are 5 children dancing and doing activities around the words. William is in a wheelchair playing a game on a phone, Niko is dancing, Sam is waving, Amara is messaging on her phone and Niimi is dancing.

On a black background white text reads “Week 1: Show your devices and accounts some love” A red heart appears in the lower right corner of the screen.

A two-storey house appears with trees surrounding it. Grey text above reads “Niko’s home”

Niko’s living room. Presents and balloons are in the foreground. There is a happy birthday banner on the wall behind. In the middle of the screen Niko is sitting on the couch turning on a Smart phone.

Phone powering on screen, text to the left reads: “Niko’s parents have gifted him a new smartphone to stay connected when Niko is camping or hiking with family and friends.” Right side of screen: Images of Niko going camping appear one after the other.

Text to the left reads “Niko is looking forward to recording his outdoor adventures but first needs to protect his phone.” Text to the right reads “What should he do?” Phone screen shows “SETUP REQUIRED”

Niko’s parents give the thumbs up to each other.

Black background with white text reads: “Niko seeks helps from his parents to setup the new phone”

Niko is dribbling a basketball while his parents are setting up the phone in the living room.

Left side of screen: “Tip 1: Set devices and applications to update software automatically. Phone screen shows Phone Security Settings: Updates – ON Updating loading bar fills up.”
Left side of screen: “Tip 2: Be sure to set up your new device security settings – using a fingerprint or passcode authentication”- On the right side of screen is an image of a lock.

The phone screen shows Phone security settings: Passcode – ON

Left Side of Screen: “Tip 2 Set the strongest password authentication mechanism available (e.g. a strong passcode, multi-factor authentication, or biometrics such as fingerprint)” Right side of screen: Image of a fingerprint

Niko is dancing in the living room while his parents continue to setup the phone in the background.

In the middle of screen is the Smartphone showing parental settings ON

Right side of Screen “Tip 4: Set parental controls to protect children from inappropriate applications, websites and content. Left side of screen: Parental controls are not guaranteed, children may still come across sensitive content, talk about it.”

Phone screen shows Location services OFF. Right side of screen reads: “Tip 5: Setup privacy settings and turn-off location services to protect children privacy” Left side of screen text reads: Protect your child from revealing their location to strangers.

Niko is dancing in the living room while his parents continue to setup the phone in the background.

Frame shows the phone in the middle with the screen showing the Phone Security settings. To the left is a checklist - Auto Updates; Passcode; Parental Settings; Privacy Settings; Location Services – all boxes have checkmarks.

Black background with white text reads: “This week, find out about all the different ways you can protect devices and accounts.”

The K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 2021 Logo is on a blank white screen, centered. The logo is in blue and white, with four coloured handprints and a blue lock image.